Two cognitive systems simultaneously prepared for opposite events.
Event-related potentials (ERPs) were recorded during a go/no-go reaction time (RT) task in which subjects responded to rare target tones and withheld response to frequent tones. In a predictable condition, a rare visual stimulus signalled the impending occurrence of a rare tone, whereas a frequent visual stimulus signalled that a frequent tone would be presented. The rare visual stimuli elicited P3, associated with violations of expectations, whereas the rare tones, being predictable, did not. The rare tones elicited the mismatch negativity (MMN), a component associated with preattentive deviance detection, despite the fact that they were expected. RT was faster in the predictable condition than in another condition in which the tones were not predictable. The P3 and RT data indicate, respectively, that subjects anticipated and were ready to respond to the target tones. The MMN result indicates that immediately before target tones, the preattentive system underlying the MMN was set for frequent tones, being unaffected by the information available to the higher order system. Thus, the higher order cognitive system associated with P3 and the lower order cognitive system associated with the MMN were prepared simultaneously for opposite events.